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Editors' Notes
Summer is once again upon us and the
Jamboree is right around the corner!
Details are in the "Jamboree" piece in
the next column on this page. As we've
said in previous notes, let us know if
you'd like to have your own get-together
and we'll do what we can to help such
as post it here and provide you with
mailing labels and/or postcards so you
can let folks in neighboring states know
about it! They're free for the asking!
In case you didn't notice the boo-boo
on the cover of the last issue, have a look
at the issue number and date. It should,
of course, be issue 69 for March of
2005, not 2004. Sorry about that!
If you have an idea for a center spread,
or if you have an article for ETCetera,
let us know! Pictures are always welcomed too!
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2005 Collectors' Jamboree
It's that time again! Join us in
Southborough MA for the Early Typewriter
Collectors' Jamboree on Saturday, July 9th.
As most of you know, it's a good time for
collectors to get together to buy, sell, and
swap machines, talk about them, share stories, help each other and generally have a
great time. We'll have the grill going for
lunch (hot dogs, hamburgers and salads)
and folks are welcome to stay as long as
they wish! It officially begins at lOam, and
we can guarantee that no matter how long
you're here, the time will pass too quickly.
We've already heard from a few folks who
will be coming in to spend a day or two
shopping Brimfield before the Jamboree—
there seems to be a lot of interest in attending this year. Other than Massachusetts,
we've heard from Illinois, Ohio, Michigan,
Rhode Island, Vermont, and New York.
Maybe this is the year for you to make it
too! Give us a call or send an email if you
have any questions as to the Jamboree, directions, Brimfield, or anything else!

Breker Auction
The Breker Auction, Auction Team Koeln,
will have its next specialty auction for office antiques on June 18th! Highlights include an Edison Mimeograph, Discret,
Edland, Hammond 1, and National (1889).
This auction also includes other office
goodies like adding machines, calculators,
telephones as well as other technical antiques and toys. There's something for every taste and in every price range! You can
contact the auction through their website
(www.breker.com), phone 49-221-387049,
or bid on items through eBay. See the back
page for a few photos from this auction.

Sending What? Where?
by Chuck Dilts
With the advent of the Internet and online
sales, world-wide buying, selling, trading, and
gifting of those things we love is much more
wide-spread than ever before. However, each
country has its own set of prohibitions and
restrictions for what can and cannot cross
their borders. For one reason or another, there
are certain things that we would probably not
want to send to certain places, whether allowed or not. For example, how many people
would generally send perfume to France, a

country long-known for its fine perfume production. Most people would probably shy
away from sending pasta to Italy or sending
coffee to Brazil.
How does this affect us and our typewriters
and other office goodies? You'd be surprized!
I had a long look at the U.S. Postal Service
website (www.usps.gov) and read the Prohibitions and Restrictions sections for many of
the countries that we can send mall and packages to, and made a few interesting discoveries. Below is a list of what I found for Prohibited (can't send at all) and Restricted (can
send under certain circumstances) items. The
list is by no means exhaustive, and you should
always check with your country's postal service or their website if in doubt.
PROHIBITED:
ITALY + SAN MARINO - Ribbons for typewriters.
SRI LANKA - Paper and writing products
(envelopes, ink, pencils, pens, erasers, chalk,
etc.).
TURKMENISTAN - Copying/reproduction
equipment (with the exception of typewriters).
VIETNAM - Invisible ink, codes, cyphers,
symbols or other types of secret correspondence, and shorthand notes
RESTRICTED:
IRELAND - Carbon paper, except for typewriter carbon paper that must be described
on the customs declaration as follows: "Typewriter carbon paper coated with wax and containing no oxidizable or fatty substances."
POLAND - Stencils, carbon paper, printing inks, multicopying equipment, and materials are admitted only if the addressee has
obtained a permit issued by the Minister of
Foreign Trade.

New On The Shelf
*Underwood 1 - Ron Ronzio, RI
*pre4l Densmore, green Multiplex, green
Imperial, Barr - Richard Polt, OH
*Hartford, Columbia Index #2, wide-carriage Hammond 12 - Rich & Chuck, MA

quest for 30 years. We can sense the desperation mounting
as he describes his invention over the decades: "an efficient,
by Richard Polt
reliable, and comparatively inexpensive type-writing machine
Two years ago, in ETCetera no. 62,1 described the extraordi- adapted to meet the requirements and perform the functions
nary Stallman typewriter—a fixed-keyboard typewheel ma- of a first-class type-writer" (1898); a machine "having the
functions and utilities of a first
chine that came in two sizes:
I. 606,743.
Patented July 5, 1898.
class type-writer, though esF. C. STALLMAN.
small and tiny. Inventor
TYPE WRITING MACHINE.
pecially adapted to meet the
Ferdinand Stallman was
o 27, 17.)

The Stallman Revisited

two Model.)

5 Shoots—Shoot I.

granted patents in 1910 and
1926, and in 1923 he announced his typewriter to the
public using a photo postcard
now in my possession.
I wish I could report that I'd
found a nuts-and-bolts
Stallman, but that remains a
dream. However, I have made
a historical discovery, thanks
completely to the efforts of
Dirk Schumann. As you may
know, he has selflessly compiled a searchable data DVD
that includes all American
typewriter-related patents
from 1829 to 1915. (He is also
the creator of www.twdb.com, a valuable online
source for serial numbers.)
The discovery is that Stailman
filed his first patent
(#606,703) in 1897, and it was
granted in 1898. Here he
clearly describes the nature of
his invention: "a type-writing
machine having a keyboardlever with a series of stops or
keys mounted or girdered
thereon as a substitute for independent key-levers in type-writing machines of the
usual construction, so that the depression of a key
carries with it the keyboard and controls the movement of a type-segment." Notice that Stallman wants
to use a type segment (as in the Keystone or Sterling), instead of a typewheel as he would later. I also
learned that in 1910 Stallman was granted patents
966,715 and 966,779, pertaining to the carriage and
feed mechanism of his machine.
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and others for office and traveling use" (1910); a typewriter for "literary people,
students, and small store
keepers" (1926).
In the 1898 patent, Stallman
resides in Philadelphia; in
1910 it is San Francisco; in
1923 he is in New York; in
1926, Pittsburgh. How did he
support himself? Did he ever
attract any investors? Having
a romantic streak that appreciates determined losers, I'm
curious about this champion
of an extraordinary and
doomed typewriting idea. If
anyone learns more, won't
you let us all know?
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(ed note: If you're interested in getting a free
copy of Dirk's DVD,
please contact us at
etcetera @ write me .com
or 508-229-2064 if you're
in North America, or Dirk
at mail@tw-db.com if
you're not.)
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I had suspected that Staliman's odd design dated from
the nineteenth century. Back in 1897, it was plausible that a weird, non-QWERTY, one-handed writing machine could be a success. What is amazing is
that Stallman persisted in his ever-less-plausible
3

When is a 10 a 1?

In Cratchit's World

by Rich Cincotta
When does a 10 become a 1? Well, you could lop off the "0", but
that's not really where I'm going with this. I guess this story is more
of a lesson learned, and shared, than a research project!
Chuck and I had been asked on several occasions why we didn't
have a Remington 10 in our collection of Remingtons. The answer
was always that since it was a mass-produced machine made in large
numbers, we were holding out for the earlier style with the more
elaborate pin striping and the square black tabulator keys in very
good condition. Over the years we've been collecting, we've seen
and/or owned many #10's, but none of them seemed to have the
criteria for us to include them.
Recently, I happened to preview a large selection of typewriters to
be auctioned the following day. Having looked over machines such
as Franklin, Yost, Hall and Hammond, I was probably a little jaded
and barely gave the Remington 10 more than a passing glance. I
continued on with the preview, noting condition and serial numbers
along the way. A Franklin with a serial number in the 100's, a Hall
in the 500's, and a few other early models of more exciting machines kept me occupied, while the Olivers, Corona 3's, wrinkledfinish portables and Remington 10 demanded little of my time and
attention, all things considered. After looking the lots over several
times, I did happen to notice the very nice condition of the Remington
10. It really did fit the criteria of what we were looking for, but
certainly not the highlight of the auction. Or, maybe it was?!
After passing this machine no less than three times, I decided that,
since I had a little extra time, and it was easily accessible, I would
give it a closer look. It worked. Good. The condition was very nice.
Very good. In fact, the platen was rock-hard but appeared never to
have been typed on. This was odd. Why did a machine that was so
popular in offices, and is so often found in well-used condition,
survive in nearly mint condition? Now I needed to know more, so I
checked the serial number. Mind you, I already knew that it was an
early model because of the visible physical attributes, but I never
suspected just how early. I started to move the carriage to the left so
that I could see the serial number, and revealed a single digit. I
continued to move the carriage to reveal the rest of the numbers,
but, alas, there were no more! "Oh my! This IS an important machine," I thought. "Perhaps it was kept back by Remington for their
own collection." The serial number? 1.
Why am I telling you this? Not to boast, but to remind you to check
every machine as it may be a treasure disguised as mundane. My
story isn't new, as I've heard of several good items that have been
found by looking closely and not judging the proverbial book by its
cover. Fortunately, and luckily for us, I was the only one at the auction who discovered this treasure. So keep your eyes and minds
open. The next great find may be yours. (See the back page for
another "almost lost it!")

This comes to us from an unnamed source courtesy of Bernard
'Williams. Subtitled "Life in an English Office Before the Typewriter."
Life for those who toiled with the quill and ink pot was not much
rosier than it was for those who laboureed in factories or on the
land. Charles Dickens was certainly not exaggerating when he described the conditions under which Bob Cratchit had to work in
Scrooge's office in A Christmas Carol. They were days of instant
dismissal, no talking, providing your own coal and pens, long hours
and despotic conditions, long before the age of the computer, word
processor, social club, coffee machine, luncheon vouchers, potted
plants and air conditioning.
Of course things have changed... in some offices at least. Below
are the rules of one Victorian factory.
1. Godliness, cleanliness and punctuality are the necessities of a
good business.
2. This firm has reduced the hours of work, and the clerical
staff will now only have to be present between the hours of
7am and 6pm.
3. Daily prayers will be held each morning in the main office. The
clerical staff will be present.
4. Clothing must be of a sober nature. The clerical staff will not
disport themselves in valment of bright colour.
5. Overshoes and top coats may not be worn in the office but neck
scarves and headwear may be worn in inclement weather.
6. A stove is provided for the benefit of the clerical staff. Coal
and wood must be kept in the locker. It is recommended that each
member of the clerical staff bring 41b of coal each day during
cold weather.
7. No member of the clerical staff may leave the room without permission. The calls of nature are permitted and clerical staff may use
the garden beyond the second gate. This area must be kept in good
order.
8. No talking is allowed during business hours.
9. The craving for tobacco, wines, or spirits is a human weakness
and as such is forbidden to all members of the clerical staff.
10. Now that the hours of work have been drastically reduced, the
partaking of food is allowed between 11:30 am and noon, but work
will not on any account cease.
11. Members of the clerical staff will provide their own pens.
There is a final note saying that "the owners will expect a great
rise in the output of work to compensate for these near Utopian
conditions."
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A Kruse Missile
This Kruse index typewriter was previously known only in print via the ad card
shown (ed. coil.). When it appeared on
eBay last month it shot all the way up
to $13,300! A few typewriter notables
were underbidders, but the winner is a
so far unknown person who's been on
eBay for a year and a half but hasn't
received any feedback yet! Congratulations, whomever you are!

CONFIDENTIAL PRICE LIST
TO THE TRADE.
tSTA5D
APE1
TYPE WRITRNTHEWORU.
SOLID
TALTYPEWIaL$5Di.
NOCO5ON

The Price of the above TYPE
WRITER Is governed by the quantity
you purchase.
By the 100, $500.00, less 40%
" " 50, $250.00, " 334%
25, $125.00, " 25 %
Sample one, $5.00,
" 20%
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Odell Mystery Solved!

L. J. ODELL.
TYPE WRITES.
PPLIOATIO FILED APR. 15, 107.

932,167.

V

Patented Aug 24 1909.
:

V

S
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In a previous ETCetera (issue 58, June 2002), The Last Breath of
the Odell raised the question as to whether or not Odell and New
American (International #5) were in the same family. Did they share
a common lineage?
We can now say, thanks once again to the work of Dirk Shumann
and his "Patentbase" DVD, that they do indeed. In 1909, Mr. Levi
J. Ode!l was granted patent #932,167 for the type writer illustrated
to the left. As you can see, it's the familiar New American #5 style
machine! One more link in the typewriter chain!

Practice Makes Perfect
This issue's center spread is on, as the title implies, practice
keyboards!
As we all know, typing was big business and a good typist made a
good wage. Most business schools used actual typewriters, but some,
due to the high cost of the typewriters, used inexpensive dummy keyboards of sorts for teaching purposes. I don't believe, due to the small
number of examples found, that they produced practice keyboards in
large quantities. Yet again, something old that's new to collect!

W1mEs:

INVENTOR

Flashwriter- This is the only one I was able to dig up some actual
information on. The Flashwriter, and Master Flash Typing Method,
was developed and patented in 1921 by W. H. Aderhold and A. V.
Cooper, who were instructors at the Troy Business School in Troy,
NY. There are slight cosmetic differences between the otherwise
very similar models. Both have bells that ring after the space bar
was hit 12 times, roughly signifying the end of a line, and the levers
on top move to simulate returning the carriage. The wood one bears
serial number 73, and the aluminum one, 364.
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- the Uwe Breker
. ,.... ' collection, French Clavier
first column: DE DAG dummy keyboard from
Ecolier Navarre with spring-loaded keys from the Bob Langer collection; Underwood 4
fitted with shield so typist could not watch fingers (also view from the side) from the editors'
collection.

0

second column: German Ideal (ed. coil); Trew's, Croydon 5841, from the UK (Breker);
Clavier Francais Stenophile steno trainer (Breker)

forth column: Comptabilite French spring-loaded keyboard
(Breker); Fiashwriter (see pg 5) in wood. White tabs are
revealed when keys are pressed (ed. coil); Tuchertu made of
cardboard. Disks pivot to reveal characters when touched.

center column: Standard by Fuji Co, Ltd, Tokyo, for learning Latin keyboard. Tin letter
plates appear when keys are pressed, like an old cash register (Breker); British Ideal Self
Tuition Keyboard for Touch or Sight typewriting (Breker); Woodstock fitted with blank key
legends for learning touch-typing (ed. coil.)

fifth column: French spring-loaded keyboard similar to
Comptabilite (ed. coil.); Flashwriter in aluminum (ed. coil.);
French Clavidac (Breker); Tuchrite with instructions and
record (ed. coil.)
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Portables Etc.
by Will Davis
Sun, Nemcovsky, Barr and the mid-1920's portables
In most cases, when a collector thinks of machines manufactured by the Sun Typewriter Company, either index or
primitive keyboard (front strike) machines of considerable value come to mind. What also may come to mind is the
fact that, while the company did rather well in surviving through the mid-1920's with the Burridge designed front
strike, it was not well positioned to continue in the marketplace, especially when one considers the competition it
faced. Or was it?
The design of the familiar Sun front strikes had changed insignificantly as far as true mechanical advances were
concerned since the first introduction of the Sun three bank front strike machine. These rugged little machines were
manufactured simply, but of sturdy parts; their weakest design point, the double ink roller and reservoir system, had
been corrected. Unfortunately for Sun, much more advanced concepts in small typewriters (small enough to be
carried, that is) were developed, and a true market for portable typewriters had developed as well. The Corona 3 was
conceptually a great advancement over the Sun, as regards compactness and the use of lightweight stampings to
reduce manufacturing cost, size and weight. Further progress toward the "modem" portable was seen in the Underwood
machine of 1919, which did not fold, but still had a three bank keyboard. A parallel step appeared very shortly, as the
Remington Portable, with true four bank keyboard, but which still retained an anachronistic collapsing feature.
Finally, in the middle 1920's, new machines of truly modern conception appeared (four bank, non folding) in the
form of Corona Four, Royal and Underwood portables. These made the Sun hopelessly obsolescent, and it now
appears that Sun Typewriter Company was already aware of this eventuality several years prior.
In 1924, the first patents for a
portable typewriter were
.,.
granted to Louis A. . .. .
Nemcovsky; they had been filed
two years prior. The patent
$0
110
material clearly states that the
f5
design was in the vanguard of
.
.
5
19
modern portables. From the
first 1922 filing: "My present
12
.
invention relates to typewriting
- 66
o.
machines of the type designated t4
as portable Portable typewrit-ing machines equipped with
75
keyboards departing from standard, are difficult to operate by
typists ordinarily trained to operate on standard key boards, while portable typewriters designed to be collapsed for
enclosing into the box and set up for use may be lacking in the durability of non-collapsible typewriters and are more
likely to become out of order." Nemcovsky was clearly attacking the Corona 3, and perhaps to some extent as
regards his latter remark, the Remington Portable.
Four patents for this machine were granted during the time period 1924-1928; the two latter being labeled as assigned
to Sun Typewriter Company of New York, N.Y., a company of New Jersey. Clearly, then, Sun did in fact have
something "in the works" in order to be able to allow it to compete in the field of truly modern portables. It appears
that no machines exist today, and it is not known if any were ever produced. The overall design of the machine is
conventional, but fresh; the one totally distinctive feature would have been the use of side-mounted ribbon spools. In
Nemcovsky's design patent for the mask (the actual name for a machine's outer casing or shroud) an overall plan
view shows flush mounted side spools, with horizontal shafts. The feature was probably destined for trouble had it

been produced; the ribbon routing to and from the printing
point appears to be a weak design feature due to its complication.
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One other feature of note can be found in the design, which
brings up another point in a totally different story which
took place at the same time. In Nemcovsky's material,
the use of quickly removable type bars is noted, and special mention of the connection between the type bar linkage and the type bar itself is made. This was to have been
a somewhat unusual pin and slot connection, with the final rod member of the linkage mounting the pin, and the
bottom end of the type bar containing the slot. The feature is not remarkable in itself, and would pass unnoticed
were it not for one peculiarity with the Barr Portable.
In the patents for the Barr, John Barr filed a design for a
type bar mechanism almost exactly that actually used in
the Barr when it went into production; what differs is the
final connection between link and type bar. In fact, the
connection actually employed in all production Barr machines was actually nearly identical to that shown in the
patents granted to Nemcovsky during roughly the same
time period. (Not one single Barr known today has the
mechanism shown in Barr's drawings.) We may never
know if there were any connections here; the timing appears better when one considers that a fresh look at available evidence may push the first production date for the
Barr from 1926 into 1928.
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John Ziegenhagen is a busy man! He was a research chemist for 37
years in the materials lab at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, is
retired from the Air Force, plays organ, piano and clarinet, sings in
three church choirs... let me catch my breath! In his spare time he
collects typewriters, vacuum cleaners, camera equipment, books,
electric fans, globes, and attends typewriter jamborees, vacuum
cleaner conventions and DeSoto club meets. I'm pretty sure he was
joking about the pet baby rattlesnake he has, but...!
What got you started on collecting?
I think what got me started in collecting was probably my mother's
portable typewriter. I believe it's a 1949 Smith Corona portable.
I've had this typewriter ever since I got it from my parents' estate,
oh, probably about 40 years ago now. For years that was the only
typewriter that I had, but I really enjoyed it because I had used it all
through school, high school and college, typing all my theme papers and everything else on it. So, I put a lot of miles on that typewriter and, of course, my mother had also used it a great deal at
home. She was an expert typist and she preferred this portable for
home use. And it saw at home for quite some years as the only
typewriter that I had, but then I examined it and got more interested,
and thought, well, this is interesting. I wonder what other kinds of
typewriters are out there. The next typewriter that really got me
started in collecting was an Oliver 9 that I found at an antique mall.
I was just taken back by the beauty and unusualness of it. Once I got
that typewriter, that opened the floodgates.
How many typewriters do you currently have in your collection?
I currently have about 80 typewriters.

While this is a tenuous link at best between the unbuilt
Sun-licensed Nemcovsky machine and the Barr, it is interesting to consider that perhaps one small part of Sun's
abortive attempt to produce a fully competitive, modem
portable may have actually entered production, albeit in
an otherwise totally dissimilar machine.

Out of those, what do you think would be your most historically
significant machine and why?
I would think of all the machines, many of them are historically
significant, but I would suspect my Caligraph which I understand
was made in the 1880's is probably significant because of its age.
It's a very beautiful machine; but because it is so old, one of my
oldest machines, to me that would make it historically significant.

What do you think would be your most underrated typewriter?

How about the one that got away?

Well, I would have to say, especially with the typewriters that I have,
the Olivers that I have are somewhat underrated. I know when I
started collecting typewriters, Olivers were a little hard to find. I
mean around here, there were very few Olivers available when I
found my first Oliver 9. I thought this was really quite a find, and
now they're very, very common, especially on eBay and also at the
collector meets that I've gone to. But in spite of the fact that perhaps they're not that rare, and people don't get as excited about
them as they used to, I still love them and I think very highly of
them because they're extremely well built machines and they were
very historic because there were so many of them made and so many
of them in use and they went through quite a series of models. I've
seen a lot of interesting advertising for them. They probably had a
significant place in the workforce because so many of them were
made and they held up very well. And they're very unique in appearance with their typebars situated the way they are. So, I would
have to say probably my Olivers would be underrated machines,
but ones that I really do enjoy collecting. Even now, I have a good
number of them, but still, if a really nice one shows up, I'm still
going to be attracted to it because I just really like the way they
look. There's no other typewriter quite like them.

Oh, yeah. Funny you should ask. I've been moaning about this and
kicking myself ever since this happened. But one of the other interests that I have is in old cars. Every year I go to a huge car show and
swap meet in Hershey, Pennsylvania, in October. I've gotten old
vacuum cleaners there. It's really strange. I've seen everything from
human skeletons for sale to anything in the automotive world you
could possibly want, and anything else, including typewriters. And
I think, oh, it must have been about five years, I was walking around
the field. This is acres and acres of car parts basically, but you also
find all sorts of things. Anyway, once I was walking around in the
field, it was a grassy field, this part of it, and I spot this Remington
Electric, 1925 model Remington Electric, laying there in the field.
And the price was free. Just haul it away. At the time I wasn't sure
what kind of value this thing had because this was a number of
years ago. I didn't know that much about them but, in fact, at that
time, I wasn't sure what the model was. It was only later that I realized it was a Remington Electric, 1925. And I thought, oh, I don't
know how am I ever going to get this thing out of the field. The
thing weighs a ton. I didn't have any good means to carry it and I
walked away from it. Only later, maybe it was a year or so later, I
realized what a valuable typewriter I had passed on. Ijust let it sit there.

How about telling us one of your more interesting "find" stories?

What typewriters are you still looking for? The ones you'd really like to have?

I would have to say one of my more interesting finds is probably one of my more recent finds, having just occurred in the
last few months. I'm from Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and of course
that's also the home of the Molle typewriter. I have a couple of
these now and I really love them, but I was up to visit friends
that I go see about once a year, this very nice couple that were
friends with my grandparents and I've known them for many
years. They know I like typewriters. Last year when I was up to
see them in June, I was talking about typewriters, and the Molle
typewriter, and one of their sons had a Molle typewriter. He
brought it over to show and we were comparing notes. He had
some information on the Molle that he had gotten off of the
Internet, so I went to the Oshkosh Public Library while I was
there and got some more. When I went back home, I don't think
it was a week later, I got a phone call from my friends and they
said, "Guess what? We were looking in the newspaper and here's
an ad for a Molle typewriter. If you're interested, we'll give
you the phone number of the person." I said, "Oh, absolutely."
So I called the people in Oshkosh, and indeed they had a Molle
typewriter, a black #2. From what I could tell from the description over the phone, it sounded like it was in very good shape,
and they were asking $75 for it. And I said well, that's a pretty
easy decision. I think I'll take it. But first could I have my
friends come over and take a look at it because I'm 500 miles
away here, and they said, "Sure, have them come on over." So
I went and called my friends back again and they went over and
looked at the typewriter and they said yes, it's in beautiful shape.
One key is loose and is missing some component of the action
where the key is no longer connected to the typebar. Other than
that, it was in very good shape and it had a case, so I called the
people back and said absolutely, I'll take it. My friends bought
it for me and they're holding it for me up there in Oshkosh. I'm
planning on going back again this month and picking the typewriter up. So, I'm really excited about that, and looking forward to going back to Oshkosh and getting my Molle typewriter.
I haven't even seen it yet, and I've owned it for almost a year!
So that, I think, is one of my more exciting finds, particularly
since I love Molle typewriters.

That's kind of a hard question to answer because I'm pretty much
attracted to so many different things, even typewriters that I currently have. If I find a really nice one of something, like an Oliver,
I'll jump on it, but I do have sort of a wish list. I think probably
number one on the wish list would be a Williams. Ijust think they're
the neatest looking action - grasshopper action. I would love to
have a Williams, particularly now that I have a friend in my DeSoto
club who has only one typewriter. That typewriter is a Williams 2
and he regaled it to me and sort of lorded it over me at the last car
club meeting. I'm very happy for him, but I'd certainly like to have
one of my own. I have like 80 typewriters and don't have a Williams. He has one typewriter and it's a Williams. So I told him, if
you're only going to have one typewriter, that's the one to have. I
would like to have a Densmore. Any model of a Densmore. And
then if I really get lucky or strike it rich at some point in time and
see my way to affording it of course, I would like a Crandall. I think
those three would be very high on the list. But I only have one index
machine and that's a Mignon. I really do enjoy that. I'd like to find
some more index machines.
How do you have your collection displayed?
If you can call how I'm displaying, "displaying." Actually, I do have
typewriters in various rooms of my house. I have a very small house.
I wish I had my own museum. A lot of people have commented they call my house my museum, but I would love to have a building
devoted to all my collectibles, but unfortunately, that's not possible.
So, I do display some typewriters in my living room, not too many.
But I do have my Barlock 4 there because it's one of my nicest
typewriters. And I have some typewriters in my guest bedroom, and
I have typewriters in my library room, and I have a good number of
typewriters in my basement, as the basement has carpeting and it's
clean and I dust everything about once a week. So, the basement is
like another room of the house to me and I say that the bulk of my
typewriters are, in fact, displayed in my basement. I do currently
have one typewriter in my garage which is under the house. I had
that on display for my local car club when they came over to visit

last week. I'll probably keep it there a while. It's a wide carriage
Royal 10 and not terribly valuable, but it is a neat looking typewriter.
As a general rule, do you restore, conserve, or keep them "as-is?"
As a general rule, I would have to say that I keep most of my typewriters as-is. I do as little cleaning and polishing as I have to make
it look attractive. If it's dirty, I will clean up a typewriter very carefully, trying not to remove any of its original finish. I use a very,
very mild polishing compound on some of the nickel trim to make it
shine and I also use a compound on the paint to make it shine. Sometimes I'll just go over it with something like Pledge, a wax, a nice
wax which is very benign on the surface, gives a nice shiny finish
and re-oil parts carefully. But that would be as close to conserving
as I could think of. I've never even attempted to restore a machine,
if that means completely taking it apart and replating, repainting or
anything like that. I don't have the skills for that; and if I did, I don't
think I'd care to do that. I've seen typewriters fully restored and
they're beautiful, but somehow I'm just more attracted to machines
in their original finish, even if they do have flaws. As far as I'm
concerned, flaws are part of their history. Typewriters were made to
be used as tools, and the tools often got scratches, dents, and other
imperfections in their lifetimes because they were used. And to me,
that just shows they have a history. They weren't just put away in
storage. And I don't see anything wrong with imperfections like
that that show that they were used because, as I said, those imperfections are part of its history, and I don't think that's anything to be
ashamed of.
What do you think a visiting collector would most like to see in
your collection?
From experience, after having some people over and showing them
my collection, they seem to be interested primarily in the machines
that look different than their idea of what a typewriter should look
like; the standard front strike office machines that they've known
like a 1940 Royal KMM or something. They see something like the
Barlock with its typebars in the position that they're in. The
understrike machines are fascinating to a lot of people. I've noticed
they can't understand how you could type a line and not see it unless you raise up the carriage assembly. I think that pretty well says
if the machine looks different than the common perception of a typewriter, that seems to be more interesting to people. Unusual colors
as well, although I don't have too many colors other than black, but
that's attractive to them as well. A wide carriage brings a lot of
attention, but what brings the most attention I think is the unusual
actions of the typebars. Also, index machines, my Mignon was interesting to them because it was so different than any of the other
typewriters.
As a long-time collector of various things, how do you think
eBay has changed collecting?
I know when I started collecting, I didn't even know what eBay
was, but after I got introduced to eBay, I couldn't believe how many
more machines were now available to the collector. I guess a positive aspect of eBay is that suddenly now you have a whole world of
typewriters at your computer fingertips, so to speak. Typewriters
I've never even heard of, I could now at least see pictures of them
and bid on them if I so desired. And I've been able to get some
typewriters that way that I never would have found anywhere else.
I'm not very well traveled, and for a person who doesn't travel much,
it offers an opportunity to purchase typewriters that a person may
not ever see in his lifetime. I could see where if a person is well

traveled, he would have a chance to get around and see these things.
That isn't an avenue that's open to everyone. On the other hand, I'm
thinking that eBay might have a negative aspect to in that I notice at
the flea markets there's not that many people who bring out typewriters and I would ask them and they would say well, I sold one on
eBay and I think I'll just sell this stuff that I have on eBay and why
bother bringing it out. It's just too much trouble, and I'm thinking
that eBay makes it a little less personal. I'd rather buy from a person
that I know that I've met and I can actually see the typewriter before
I buy it. I think the contact with the seller is just as important as
actually seeing the machine in person and it sort of de-humanizes
collecting.
So, John, do you have any words of wisdom for our newer
collectors?
I don't think that I would have too much trouble making comments about advice to people because I've been thinking about
that for some time really. The more I think about it, the more I
appreciate not only getting the typewriter, but meeting the people
that are involved who are selling them and buying them. And as
for advice for new collectors, I would just have to say that, of
course, first of all, you don't have to collect the most expensive
typewriter that's out there. You want to do a little soul searching
and decide, "What do I really like? What interests me in a typewriter? Is it a particular style or a key action or typebar layout?
Just what is it I like about a typewriter? What attracts me to it?"
It doesn't matter if it's a real expensive typewriter, a real valuable typewriter, or one that people sort of stick their noses up to.
If you like it, by all means get it if the price is right, in which you
want to ask other collectors. I would say before you buy anything, just get some books on old typewriters, talk to some collectors and get to know them. I've gotten to know a lot of them
through eBay auctions and through clubs that are out there and
meeting people at swap meets that are selling typewriters. Get to
learn a little bit about them, but look at all the different typewriters that you can possibly get your eyes on at flea markets and the
eBay auctions. There's a good place to look at the different
brands, at least pictures of them, and just see what you like out
there. And while it may not be worth a lot of money compared to
some, it doesn't matter. You can enjoy collecting inexpensive
typewriters just as much as enjoying the real expensive ones because that's basically what my collection is. You can have a lot
of fun collecting the lesser expensive ones; ones that are easier
to come by. Don't stop looking. I know when I started collecting, there were a lot of them I'd never even heard of. Then, as
soon as I found out about them, I thought, well, that's something
I would like to have as well. So you want to be open-minded
because you may like more than you think that you like. Gain a
lot of knowledge and learn as much as you can. Go to the library,
see what books are there on typewriters and related ephemera.
The paperwork that goes with them also is interesting to collect.
Sometimes that's rarer than the typewriter itself. So, just do alot
of research, a lot of reading, and talking to others because I think
half the fun of collecting is the people that you meet that have
these typewriters who are looking for these typewriters and just
have fun at it. Don't be too serious about it. Don't be too upset
about the ones that get away because that will happen to you.
You're not going to get every typewriter that you want. No matter what you've got, there will always be more out there that
you'll probably want, but learn to enjoy the ones that you have
and learn as much about the ones that you acquire as you
possibly can.
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-top left: Great condition pre#1 Densmore (s/n 1501) from
the Richard Polt collection.
"The story is that the machine
was in the attics, garages and
basements of this line of the
ill
Blickensderfer family for three generations." Con grats, Richard!
-top right and right: another one almost lost. Rich (Cincotta)
walked right on by this Underwood at Brimfield, thinking it was a standard machine with a
replaced plate. Luckily he went back to have another look and bought it because of the odd
serial number. The serial number was a mystery until having a look at the type slugs; all
capital letters, figures and a few symbols. Just a guess- a telegraphic machine for Western
Union (hence the WU in the serial number)?
-left: Cool! Ideal postage stamp affixer patented in 1902 from the Jim Gehring collection
-below: several pages from the upcoming Breker Auction (see pg 2). There's something for every
taste and every budget!
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